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Natural killer (NK) cells are believed to achieve self-tolerance
through the expression of self-MHC-specific inhibitory receptors,
such as members of the Ly49 and CD94�NKG2 families. Individual
Ly49 genes are stochastically expressed by NK subsets and are
expressed in a monoallelic fashion, but little is known about the
mechanisms underlying CD94�NKG2A expression. We show here
that, like Ly49 genes, mouse Nkg2a is stochastically and monoal-
lelically expressed. Thus, a single general mechanism controls
expression of all known MHC-specific receptors by mouse NK cells.
In addition, we find that DBA�2J mice are naturally CD94-deficient
and do not express cell-surface CD94�NKG2A receptors, even on
neonatal NK cells. Thus, self-tolerance of neonatal NK cells cannot
be attributed to CD94�NKG2A expression. Taken together, the
results lead to a reconsideration of current models of NK cell
development and self-tolerance.

Cytolysis of infected, stressed, or transformed target cells by
natural killer (NK) cells is regulated by several families of

cell-surface receptors expressed by NK cells (1–3). In the mouse,
a particular focus has been two families of cell-surface receptors
that recognize MHC class I molecules—the Ly49 family and the
CD94�NKG2 family. The Ly49 receptors are homodimers that
bind directly to their class I ligands. CD94�NKG2 receptors, on
the other hand, are heterodimers of CD94 and one of several
NKG2 family members, i.e., NKG2A, NKG2C, or NKG2E.
CD94�NKG2 receptors monitor classical class I expression
‘‘indirectly’’ by means of the recognition of classical class I signal
peptides (4–8). These signal peptides are processed to a
nonamer peptide called Qdm that is presented to CD94�NKG2�

NK cells by a nonclassical MHC class I molecule called Qa-1 (or
HLA-E in humans). Ly49 and CD94�NKG2 receptors equip NK
cells with the capacity to detect cells with abnormal MHC class
I expression, such as often results from viral infection or
transformation (9).

Ly49 receptors are expressed in a variegated pattern on NK
cells, such that each NK cell stochastically expresses only a few
of its receptor genes, and each receptor is expressed by only
�10–50% of NK cells (3). Remarkably, NK cells expressing a
given Ly49 gene usually (but not always) express only one of the
two possible Ly49 alleles (10–12). Such ‘‘monoallelic’’ expression
is believed to arise as a consequence of the stochastic mechanism
that acts during NK development to choose a limited number of
Ly49 alleles for expression. In contrast to Ly49 gene expression,
little is known about the molecular mechanisms that control
CD94�NKG2 expression. Nor is it understood how CD94�
NKG2 expression would be coordinated with Ly49 expression to
ensure that each NK cell expresses at least one self-specific
inhibitory receptor, as is widely assumed to be required to
prevent NK autoreactivity (13).

Interestingly, although neonatal NK cells express virtually no
self-specific Ly49 receptors (14–16), the vast majority of these
cells express CD94�NKG2 receptors (16–19). This finding led to
the proposal that CD94�NKG2A expression is critical for as-
suring the self-tolerance of Ly49-negative cells in the neonatal
period (16, 18).

Here we examine NKG2A expression with a specific mAb and
provide evidence that the Nkg2a gene is monoallelically ex-
pressed. In addition, we describe a CD94-deficient mouse strain
and its complementation by a CD94 transgene. Our studies lead
to a reconsideration of current models of NK cell development
and tolerance.

Materials and Methods
Mice. DBA�2 substrains were purchased from Taconic Farms,
Harlan, the National Cancer Institute, and Charles River Breed-
ing Laboratories. All other strains of mice were obtained from
The Jackson Laboratory. A backcross panel used to map the
gene responsible for the lack of expression of CD94 in DBA�2J
mice was generated by mating B6D2F1 mice to DBA�2J mice.

Abs and Flow Cytometry. The 20d5 (anti-NKG2A�C�E) and 18d3
(anti-CD94) mAbs have been described (20). Purified 20d5 and
18d3 were conjugated to FITC (Pierce) or NHS-LC biotin
(Pierce). Anti-DX5-phycoerythrin (PE), -NK1.1-PE, -NK1.1-
biotin, -CD3-CyChrome, -Ly49D-FITC, -I-Ab-biotin, -I-Ad-
biotin, and -CD3-PE were purchased from PharMingen. Isotype
controls, anti-Kk-FITC, and tricolor conjugates of anti-CD4,
-CD8, and streptavidin were purchased from Caltag (South San
Francisco, CA). Streptavidin-Red613 was purchased from
GIBCO�BRL.

The 16a11 anti-NKG2AB6 mAb was generated as described
(20) except that 129�SvJ mice were immunized instead of rats.
mAb 16a11 is a mouse IgG2b�, purified over protein A agarose
(Roche Molecular Biochemicals), and conjugated to NHS-LC
biotin (Pierce). When costaining cells with 16a11 and 20d5,
crossblocking was minimized by first incubating cells with 16a11
and then with 20d5.

Transient Transfections of COS-7 Cells. COS-7 cells were transfected
with supercoiled DNA (Qiagen, Chatsworth, CA), using Lipo-
fectamine reagent (GIBCO�BRL), and analyzed after 2 days.
Transfected cDNAs were cloned into the pME18S expression
vector (GenBank accession no. AB009864), as described (4,
20–22).

Reverse Transcription (RT)-PCR to Distinguish NKG2ABALB and
NKG2AB6. Radioactive RT-PCR was performed as described (20),
except that primers NKG2A 5�ex3 (5�-TTAATTGTCGCTGT-
GGTTGTAATTACTAC-3�) and NKG2 3�BALB (5�-TCA-
GATGGG(A�G)AATTTACACTTACAAAGATATGG-3�)
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were used, and the PCR product was digested with MboI, which
cuts the B6 PCR product in two places (nucleotides 308 and 540)
and the BALB product only once (at nucleotide 308).

Sequencing. Primers NKG2 5�437 (5�-GAAAATCTTGGAAT-
GACAGTTTGG-3�) and NKG2 3�BALB were used to amplify
a portion (nucleotides 461–702) of NKG2 cDNAs from lympho-
kine-activated killer cell RNA by PCR with Taq polymerase
(Promega). PCR products were cloned into the T easy vector
(Promega) and sequenced by using standard T7 and SP6 primers.
A few clones contained a small number of nucleotide substitu-
tions [compared with the canonical B6 or BALB NKG2A
sequence; 5 substitutions seen in 19 cDNAs (4,579 bp) se-
quenced]. These were likely introduced by Taq, because consis-
tent substitutions did not occur at reproducible positions, except
for two clones, in which changes at nucleotide 686 were ob-
served: in clone DP-9 there was a G to A change in an otherwise
BALB-like sequence, and in clone DP-10 there was an A to G
change in an otherwise B6-like sequence. These reciprocal
changes are likely the result of chimeric B6�BALB cDNAs
generated during PCR by annealing of a truncated NKG2A
product derived from one strain to the NKG2A product of the
other strain.

Northern Blotting. RNA blots of lymphokine-activated killer cell
cultures were prepared as described (21) as were cDNA probes
(4, 21).

CD94 Transgenic Mice. The CD94 cDNA (21) was subcloned into
the class I promoter�Ig� enhancer expression cassette (23) and
injected into fertilized (B6 � CBA�J)F2 eggs. Transgenic
founder mice were identified by Southern blotting with a CD94
cDNA probe and by staining peripheral blood lymphocytes with
18d3. The mice were first backcrossed 3 times to C57BL�6, and
then 2 times to DBA�2J. After the first cross to DBA�2J, mice
that carried the B6 NK complex (NKC) (i.e., Nkrp1cB6�, as
assessed with the PK136 mAb) were selected for the second cross
to DBA�2J, thereby ensuring that subsequent generations did
not carry the CBA�J NKC. Results and Discussion

A Specific Anti-NKG2A mAb. A hybridoma, 16a11, was obtained by
immunization of 129Sv�J mice with CD94�NKG2AB6-
expressing Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells. mAb 16a11
stained COS7 cells transfected with NKG2AB6 alone and also
recognized COS7 cells transfected with both CD94 and
NKG2AB6 (Fig. 1a). In contrast, 16a11 did not react appreciably
with COS7 cells transfected with Ly49A, NKG2ABALB, CD94
alone, or with CD94 and NKG2ABALB together (Fig. 1a).
Moreover, 16a11 did not react appreciably with COS cells
expressing CD94�NKG2CB6�DAP12 or CD94�NKG2EB6�
DAP12. Staining with 18d3 (anti-CD94) and 20d5 (anti-NKG2)
mAbs confirmed expression of the transfected molecules (Fig. 1
b and c). Although the expression of NKG2C is weak on
transiently cotransfected COS cells (Fig. 1 and ref. 20), stably
transfected CHO cells expressing high levels of CD94�NKG2C
(20) were also not stained by 16a11 mAb (data not shown). We
infer that 16a11 is an NKG2AB6-specific mAb.

Expression of NKG2A in B6 and BALB�c Mice. A population of
DX5�CD3� spleen cells from B6 mice stained with 16a11 mAb
(Fig. 2a). As expected, virtually all 16a11� (NKG2A�) NK cells
in B6 mice costained with the 20d5 mAb (anti-NKG2A�C�E),
resulting in a diagonal staining pattern (Fig. 2a) that is charac-
teristically observed with two mAbs that recognize the same
antigen. Surprisingly, almost all 20d5� cells were 16a11� (Fig.
2a), implying that there are very few NKG2C�E�A� NK cells.
A few cells were present in the 16a11�20d5� quadrant in

Fig. 1. A mAb, 16a11, distinguishes NKG2AB6 from other NKG2 molecules.
COS7 cells were transfected with expression vectors encoding the indicated
cDNAs, and 48 h later, aliquots of the transfectants were stained with (a)
biotinylated 16a11 mAb and streptavidin-PE, (b) FITC-conjugated 20d5 mAb,
which recognizes all tested NKG2 molecules, or (c) biotinylated 18d3 (anti-
CD94), followed by streptavidin-PE. Transfection of CD94�NKG2C�DAP12 was
relatively inefficient in this experiment, but the absence of staining by 16a11
was confirmed in two other transient transfection experiments and in an
experiment that used stable Chinese hamster ovary cell transfectants express-
ing high levels of CD94�NKG2C (data not shown).

Fig. 2. Monoallelic expression of NKG2A. (a) Nylon wool-passed spleen cells
were stained with 16a11-biotin (anti-NKG2AB6), followed by DX5-PE, CD3-
CyChrome, streptavidin-613, and 20d5-FITC (anti-NKG2B6 and BALB). DP, 16a11�
20d5�; SP, 20d5�, as indicated. (b) DP and SP lymphokine-activated killer cells
from (BALB�c � C57BL�6)F1 mice were sorted to �95% purity. One represen-
tative sort of three is shown. (c) NKG2A was amplified by radioactive RT-PCR.
Reverse transcriptase (RT) was omitted in certain reactions as a control for DNA
contamination of the RNA samples, as indicated. The BALB and B6 alleles of
NKG2A share one MboI site, and in addition, NKG2AB6 contains a second site
not found in NKG2ABALB. The results obtained from two independent sorts (of
three) are shown. A very rapidly migrating fragment (corresponding to the
cDNA fragment 5� of the first MboI site) is visible on the autoradiograph for
MboI-digested samples but is not shown.
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multiple experiments, but because we lack a specific anti-
NKG2C�E mAb, it remains unclear whether these are bona fide
NKG2C�E�NKG2A� cells. On the basis of the very low levels
of NKG2C�E mRNA in NK cells (20), it is tempting to conclude
that there are very few NKG2C�E� cells among freshly isolated
NK cells in B6 mice. However, it remains possible that there is
a substantial number of NKG2C�E� cells that also coexpress
NKG2A or that express NKG2C�E at low cell-surface levels.

The allele specificity of 16a11 implied by the transfection data
(Fig. 1) was confirmed by the failure of the 16a11 mAb to stain
NK cells from BALB�c mice (Fig. 2a). Approximately one-half
of BALB�c NK cells stained well with the 20d5 mAb, indicating
that these cells express at least one NKG2-like molecule, likely
NKG2ABALB (22).

Monoallelic and Biallelic Expression of NKG2A. Strikingly, when NK
cells from (B6 � BALB�c)F1 (abbreviated as CB6F1) mice were
costained with 20d5 and 16a11 mAb, two distinct populations of
20d5� NK cells were evident (Fig. 2a): a single-positive (SP)
population that was 20d5�16a11� and a double-positive (DP)
population that was 20d5�16a11�. We hypothesized that SP cells
express the BALB but not the B6 allele of NKG2A, whereas the
DP population includes cells that express only the B6 NKG2A
allele and�or cells that express both the B6 and BALB alleles of
NKG2A. To test this possibility, RNA was isolated from sorted
IL-2-cultured SP and DP NK cells (Fig. 2b). RT-PCR was
conducted in the presence of [�32P]dCTP, using primers capable
of amplifying NKG2A from B6 or BALB mice. The resulting
PCR products were digested with MboI, a restriction enzyme
that differentially digests NKG2AB6 (2 cuts) and NKG2ABALB (1
cut). MboI-digested PCR products derived from sorted DP cells
included both B6 and BALB�c NKG2A species (Fig. 2c).
However, the NKG2A PCR product derived from SP cells was
solely of BALB�c origin. Thus, the RNA analysis suggested that
the SP cells express NKG2A monoallelically.

Control experiments using cloned cDNA templates and cDNA
templates from B6 or BALB�c NK cells demonstrated that the
RT-PCR assay distinguished NKG2AB6 and NKG2ABALB and
did not amplify NKG2C or NKG2E under the conditions used
(Fig. 2c). All PCR products were cut completely by MboI at the
nonpolymorphic site, confirming that MboI enzyme was added
and was efficacious. To ensure that the observed cDNA species
were properly identified, we cloned and sequenced partial NKG2
cDNAs obtained from SP and DP cells. Of nine SP-derived
clones, eight matched the NKG2ABALB sequence exactly, and
one differed at only one nucleotide, probably because of a Taq
polymerase error. These sequences all differed at several (4–7)
nucleotides from the homologous portion of other NKG2 se-
quences, including NKG2AB6. The data strongly support the
conclusion that the SP population expresses NKG2ABALB but
not NKG2AB6. The formal possibility that SP cells express a
novel Nkg2 gene that is identical to Nkg2aBALB in the sequenced
region is unlikely, because Southern blotting of EcoRI-digested
or BamHI-digested BALB�c genomic DNA with an NKG2A-
specific probe revealed only a single band (data not shown).

As expected, sequencing of NKG2 cDNAs derived from DP
NK cells yielded a mixture of B6 and BALB-like NKG2A
cDNAs. Because all DP cells stain with the NKG2AB6-specific
16a11 mAb, the data suggest that the DP population is either
homogeneously biallelic or contains both biallelic and monoal-
lelic (NKG2AB6 only) cells. Although we cannot definitively
adjudicate between these two possibilities, we favor the latter
possibility. We noted that the DP population appeared hetero-
geneous, consisting of two overlapping subpopulations that were
arranged in a ‘‘double-diagonal’’ configuration (Fig. 2 a and b).
In a prior study of mono�biallelic Ly49G2 expression (12), two
similar double-diagonal subpopulations were proven to corre-
spond to a biallelic (right-most) and a monoallelic (left-most)

population. In the present case, the dimmer staining of the
left-most population may occur because of the lower expressed
Nkg2a gene dosage, and�or because the 16a11 mAb may partially
block binding of the 20d5 mAb to NKG2AB6. Because the two
populations do not cleanly separate in the flow cytometric
analysis, it is difficult to test this hypothesis directly by examining
the mRNA content of each population.

Only a few unrearranged genes have previously been shown to
exhibit monoallelic expression (e.g., the Ly49, olfactory receptor,
Il-2, and Il-4 genes). Although Ly49 genes were known to be
monoallelically expressed (10), monoallelic expression of Nkg2a
was not necessarily anticipated. NKG2A and Ly49 receptors are
both C-type lectins, but they are no more related to each other
than they are to other C-type lectins (e.g., CD69; see ref. 4). It
is therefore interesting that Ly49 and CD94�NKG2 receptors
seem to be regulated by a fundamentally conserved gene ex-
pression mechanism. We speculate that monoallelic expression
of MHC-specific receptors may turn out to be a general phe-
nomenon that will be extended to human NKG2A and perhaps
even to the human killer cell Ig-like receptors.

Why is NKG2A expressed monoallelically? NKG2A exhibits
little polymorphism and different NKG2A alleles likely have the
same ligand specificity (i.e., for Qa-1�Qdm). It is thus unlikely
that monoallelic expression evolved to prevent coexpression in
the same cell of two allelic forms of NKG2A. Instead, we propose
that monoallelic NKG2A expression arises as a consequence of
the particular stochastic gene expression mechanism that acts
during NK development to distribute class I-specific receptors to
NK subsets (3). In this model, the two NKG2A alleles are
regulated independently such that expression of one allele does
not prevent nor assure the expression of the alternate allele.
Thus, most NKG2A� NK cells will express NKG2A monoalleli-
cally, although, as observed here, some cells expressing both
NKG2A alleles will also arise.

Expression of NKG2A on NK and T Cell Subsets. Expression of
CD94�NKG2 by splenic NK and T cells was investigated. As
previously described for Ly49 receptors, CD94�NKG2 receptors
were largely limited to subsets of NK1.1�CD3� and
NK1.1�CD3� cells in the spleen, liver, and blood (Fig. 3 a–c).
Very few NK1.1�CD3� T cells expressed CD94�NKG2 recep-
tors, and in the spleen, most of these cells were CD8�CD44�

memory phenotype T cells (data not shown), a population of
cells that also expresses Ly49 receptors (24). Our results with
mAbs confirm studies using Qa-1 tetramers (4, 20, 25) or an
anti-NKG2A�C�E mAb (16) and allow for a specific assessment
of CD94 and NKG2A expression. We found that virtually all
NKG2� cells were NKG2A� and CD94hi, and that many, if not
all, of the NKG2� NK cells stained dimly with CD94 mAb (Figs.
2 and 3a). This pattern is reminiscent of the expression of
CD94�NKG2 receptors in humans (26).

CD94�NKG2 Receptor Expression in the Thymus. Ly49 receptor ex-
pression has been reported on a small subset of thymic NK1.1�

T cells (27). We found that a small percentage of CD4�CD8�

thymocytes also express CD94�NKG2 receptors, and that the
majority of these CD94�NKG2� T cells are NK1.1� and CD3low

(Fig. 3d). Most of the CD94�NKG2� T cells are �� T cells,
although some are �� T cells (data not shown). Costaining with
16a11 and 20d5 indicated that virtually all CD94�NKG2�

NK1.1� T cells express the inhibitory NKG2A isoform (Fig. 3d).
These results establish that in addition to their expression of
Ly49 inhibitory receptors, NK1.1�CD3� thymocytes also ex-
press inhibitory CD94�NKG2A receptors, which may play an
important role in NK T cell development and function.

Overlap of Ly49 and NKG2A Expression. To a first approximation, it
was found that the overlap of Ly49 receptors and NKG2
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receptors was largely stochastic (Table 1); there were significant
numbers of NK cells expressing each possible combination of
NKG2A and Ly49 receptors, and the percentage of

NKG2A�Ly49� cells observed was always within 2-fold of the
percentage expected if NKG2A and Ly49 receptors were ex-
pressed independently. By using our specific mAbs, we con-
firmed a study with Qa-1 tetramers (28) that showed the
NKG2A-negative population is modestly enriched for cells ex-
pressing Ly49 receptors, especially Ly49D (Table 1 and data not
shown). An inverse correlation of CD94�NKG2A expression
and killer cell Ig-like receptor expression was similarly noted
among human NK cells (29). We extended these findings by
demonstrating that the inverse correlation of CD94�NKG2A
and Ly49 expression cannot be explained by receptor signaling
caused by engagement by MHC, because a similar enrichment
existed in class I-deficient �2-microglobulin�/� mice (Table 1).
The results suggest that an intrinsic bias in the gene expression
machinery reduces the likelihood of NKG2A and Ly49
coexpression.

Overall, we conclude that expression of NKG2A alleles in a
given NK cell is regulated largely by, although not entirely
independently of, the inhibitory Ly49 receptors expressed by that
cell. The significance of independent expression is two-fold.
First, stochastic expression of Nkg2a and Ly49 genes confers a
general advantage to the NK receptor repertoire by maximizing
its combinatorial diversity, and thus its ability to discriminate
target cells expressing distinct combinations of MHC molecules
(3). Second, that a general stochastic mechanism controls the
expression of NKG2A and Ly49 receptors implies that by chance
some NK cells will be generated that express no self-specific
inhibitory receptors. Indeed, in B6 mice, we find that �25% of
NK cells fail to express CD94�NKG2A and�or Ly49C�I�A, the
only known H-2b-reactive receptors in B6 mice. Current models
of NK tolerance cannot adequately explain the existence of these
cells. It is possible that these cells express hitherto unidentified
inhibitory receptors. Alternatively, it is possible that NK cells
need not express ‘‘at least one’’ self-MHC-specific receptor, but
can instead achieve self-tolerance through adopting a state of
‘‘hyporesponsiveness’’ or by other means (3). Thus, the obser-
vation that expression of both NKG2A and Ly49 receptors is
under general stochastic control may necessitate revision of our
current models of NK development and tolerance.

CD94 Deficiency in DBA�2J Mice. The 18d3 and 20d5 mAbs detected
CD94 and NKG2 molecules on a variable percentage of NK cells
in most inbred strains (Fig. 4a). Remarkably, DBA�2J mice
appeared to lack a discrete population of CD94�NKG2� NK
cells. To confirm and extend this finding, we examined CD94�
NKG2 cell surface expression in various DBA�2 substrains from
different vendors (Fig. 4b). Strikingly, DBA�2J (The Jackson
Laboratory) was unique among the five DBA�2 substrains in
apparently failing to express CD94�NKG2 receptors.

(B6 � DBA�2J)F1 mice (abbreviated as B6D2F1) expressed
CD94�NKG2 receptors (Fig. 4c), and interestingly, contained

Fig. 3. Expression of CD94 and NKG2 on NK cells and NK T cells. Lymphocytes
obtained from the indicated organs of B6 mice (n � 3) were preblocked with
anti-FcR mAb 2.4G2 and stained with PK136-PE, CD3-CyChrome, 20d5-FITC
(anti-NKG2) mAb, 18d3-biotin (anti-CD94) mAb, and�or 16a11-biotin (anti-
NKG2AB6) mAb (developed with streptavidin-613). (a) Nylon wool-passed
spleen cells. (b) Livers were dissociated and nylon wool-passed, and lympho-
cytes were recovered at the interface of a 44% and 60% Percoll step gradient.
(c) Blood lymphocytes were obtained at the interface of media and Lym-
pholyte M. (d) Thymocytes were partially depleted of CD4� and�or CD8�

thymocytes by mAb and complement treatment, before staining with the
indicated mAbs.

Table 1. Overlap of Ly49 and NKG2A expression

Subset

Percentage of splenic CD3�NK1.1� NK cells

C57BL�6 C57BL�6 �2m�/�

Observed* Predicted† Observed* Predicted†

%Ly49A�NKG2A� 6.4 � 1.3 7.8 � 1.5 6.7 � 0.4 9.2 � 0.4
%Ly49D�NKG2A� 15.0 � 0.1 24.6 � 0.3 10.9 � 1.5 21.1 � 1.5
%Ly49F�NKG2A� 3.3 � 0.7 4.1 � 0.7 5.4 � 0.7 6.4 � 0.5
%Ly49G2�NKG2A� 20.2 � 2.5 24.8 � 3.1 20.6 � 2.0 24.9 � 1.9

*The observed percentages represent means (� SD) determined from at least
three replicate measurements.

†The predicted percentage of Ly49�NKG2A� cells is calculated according to
the ‘‘product rule’’ by multiplying the observed %Ly49� by the observed
%NKG2A�.
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20d5�16a11�NK cells, which likely express an NKG2 molecule
from the DBA�2J chromosome. These data suggested that the
DBA�2J defect affects expression of CD94 rather than NKG2A,
which was confirmed by Northern blotting (Fig. 5a). CD94
mRNA was absent in DBA�2J NK cells but easily detected in
B6D2F1 NK cells (which express normal levels of CD94�NKG2).
NKG2A transcripts were easily detected in NK cells from both
strains. We hypothesized that the defective expression of CD94�
NKG2 receptors in DBA�2J mice is largely or exclusively the
result of a defect in Cd94 gene expression.

The gene(s) responsible for the lack of CD94 expression in
DBA�2J mice was mapped by using 30 mice derived from the
backcross of B6D2F1 mice to DBA�2J. The inheritance of the
NKC from B6 mice in each backcross animal was determined by
staining spleen cells for the NKC-linked B6-specific marker
NK1.1. Of 30 mice, 17 were NK1.1�CD94�NKG2�, and 13 were
NK1.1�CD94�NKG2�. Thus, CD94 expression cosegregated
with NK1.1 expression in an all or none fashion in all 30
backcross animals, demonstrating that the defect in DBA�2J
maps in or near the NK complex.

CD94 transgenic mice were generated on a mixed genetic
background, and were then backcrossed twice to DBA�2J (see
Materials and Methods). H-2d/d littermates that differed in
NKC and transgene inheritance were compared. As expected,
CD94�NKG2� NK cells were not detected in nontransgenic
NKCDBA/DBA mice (n � 3), whereas CD94�NKG2� cells were
abundant in nontransgenic NKCB6/DBA mice (n � 3; Fig. 5b).
Strikingly, the CD94 transgene rescued CD94�NKG2 expression
in NKCDBA/DBA mice (n � 6). These data demonstrate that the
lack of CD94 expression itself, and not a defect in another NKC
gene, is responsible for the NKG2-deficient phenotype of
DBA�2J NK cells. The results establish that in vivo, CD94 is
required to obtain detectable cell-surface levels of NKG2A
expression. Overexpression of NKG2A, as in the transient
transfection experiments in Fig. 1, can apparently override the
requirement for CD94.

Fig. 4. Expression of CD94�NKG2 receptors by inbred mouse strains other than DBA�2J. (a) Spleen cells were nylon wool-passed and stained with DX5-biotin,
CD3-PE, streptavidin-tricolor, and purified 18d3 (anti-CD94) or 20d5-FITC(anti-NKG2) mAbs. The 18d3 staining was developed with an FITC-goat anti-rat IgG
secondary. Gated DX5�CD3� NK cells from one representative mouse of two analyzed for each strain are shown. (b) Gated NK cells from the indicated strains,
obtained from vendors indicated in parentheses, are shown. (c) Nylon wool-passed spleen cells from individual female 8–9-week-old mice were stained first with
biotinylated 18d3 or 16a11, followed by FITC-20d5, streptavidin tricolor, and DX5-PE.

Fig. 5. DBA�2J mice are deficient in CD94 expression. (a) Twenty micrograms
of IL-2-cultured B6D2F1 or DBA�2J NK cell RNA was run on two identical
formaldehyde gels and blotted to nylon membrane. One blot was probed with
an NKG2A-specific cDNA probe, derived from the 5� half of mouse NKG2A. The
second blot was probed with a cDNA probe derived from the 3� half of mouse
CD94. The integrity and quantity of the RNA samples was assessed by ethidium
bromide staining of a third identical gel. It appeared that there was slightly
more RNA in the B6D2F1 sample than in the DBA�2 sample. A lack of CD94
mRNA in DBA�2J was confirmed in an additional Northern blotting experi-
ment (data not shown). (b) CD94 transgenic mice were generated on a mixed
genetic background and backcrossed twice to DBA�2J mice to generate mice
of the indicated genotypes, all H-2d/d littermates. NKC denotes the portion of
mouse chromosome six that contains the Ly49 and Nkg2 gene clusters and the
Nkrp1cB6 (NK1.1) gene. DX5� NK cells were stained with 20d5 (anti-NKG2A�
C�E)-FITC and 18d3 (anti-CD94)-biotin�streptavidin Tricolor. (c) Splenic cells
were isolated from 1–3-day-old [B6D2F1 � DBA�2J] backcross mice or from a
B6 control mouse. Gated DX5� NK cells were analyzed for CD94�NKG2 ex-
pression as in b. The presence of the B6 NKC was ascertained in a separate stain
with the PK136 mAb (anti-NKRP1CB6) and the NKC genotype is indicated for
each dotplot. The percentage of CD94�NKG2� among DX5� NK cells is indi-
cated (mean � SD) for NKCDBA/DBA (n � 6) and NKCB6/DBA (n � 5) mice.
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Importantly, neonatal NK cells from mice homozygous for the
DBA�2J NK complex were CD94�NKG2-deficient, whereas
most neonatal NK cells from mice with the B6 NKC expressed
CD94�NKG2 receptors (Fig. 5c). The percentages of spleen cells
in neonatal CD94� and CD94� mice that were DX5� were
comparable (2.2 � 0.3, n � 5 vs. 2.1 � 0.4, n � 6, respectively).
Taken together, the data suggest that functional CD94�NKG2
receptors are not required for NK cell development or tolerance
in neonatal mice, in contrast to prior suggestions (16, 18).
Because neonatal NK cells are also Ly49-deficient, we propose
that CD94- and Ly49-independent mechanisms ensure the self-
tolerance of neonatal NK cells. These mechanisms might in-
clude, for example, the expression of hitherto uncharacterized
inhibitory receptors, a failure to express self-specific activating
receptors, or the adoption of a ‘‘hyporesponsive’’ state (3, 30).
The mechanisms that assure tolerance of neonatal NK cells
might therefore resemble those that assure tolerance of adult NK
cells that have failed to express CD94�NKG2 or Ly49 receptors
(see above).

The identification of a mouse strain naturally deficient in
CD94 expression is surprising. The implication is that although
the CD94�NKG2 receptor system is conserved from mouse
through humans (4), it is not conserved between inbred mouse
strains. It is likely that laboratory mice are not exposed to the

natural selective pressures that have maintained CD94 function
in humans. We have not yet identified a molecular lesion within
the DBA�2J Cd94 gene. Southern blotting suggests the genome
of DBA�2J mice contains a CD94-like sequence (data not
shown), consistent with the possibility that a point mutation, a
rearrangement or a small deletion, rather than a large deletion,
is responsible for the inactivation of the DBA�2J Cd94 gene. Our
results may account for a report (25) that found diminished Qa-1
tetramer staining of NK cells from an unspecified DBA�2
substrain, although tetramer staining was not completely absent
in that analysis. Our results may also account for complementary
functional data suggesting that NK cells from DBA�2 mice are
not inhibited by Qa-1 (31). The role of CD94�NKG2 receptors
in immune defense has yet to be established. Thus, wild-type
DBA�2J and CD94-transgenic DBA�2J mice should be useful in
further genetically controlled experiments to elucidate the role
of CD94�NKG2 receptors in the development and function of
NK cells.
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